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8th March 2021 
 
Dear Parent/carer 
 

Planned Year 11 Assessments 
 
The government has now responded to the consultation it set at the end of January, the results of which 
can be found at the following link for GCSE qualifications:   
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-on-how-gcse-as-and-a-level-grades-should-
be-awarded-in-summer-2021  
and the following link for BTEC qualifications:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-on-alternative-arrangements-for-the-award-of-
vtqs-and-other-general-qualifications-in-2021. 
 
As a result of this, we are now planning towards the delivery of internally set and marked exams in GCSE 
qualifications, but not in BTEC qualifications, for current Year 11 students. Therefore we will send out a 
planned schedule for these exams to our students and yourselves around the middle of this term.  
 
The broad assumption is that the exam window will start at a similar point to the historic summer exam 
season, of around mid-May. However, the exam season will be shorter than in a “normal” exam season 
as results must be sent to OFQUAL no later than the 18th June. This implies that all the work must be 
marked, moderated (checked by fellow teachers) and finally cross-checked by Mr Elliott and myself before 
being sent off. This therefore means that the exam season will be shorter than is the case historically.  
 
We believe that rather than trying to cram the “normal” number of exams into a contracted period of time, 
it is in our students’ interests to sit enough exams to provide us with confidence in the grades they can 
achieve. We will also look to include evidence of their assessed work from classwork from the start of Year 
10 to mid-May and on-going coursework. We will use the same range of data to provide the Centre 
Assessment Grades across all our GCSE subjects unless there is a clear reason to work differently in an 
individual subject. In BTECs, the coursework and any completed exams are the sole method for us to 
determine a Centre Assessment Grade. 
 
Looking forward, this is a plausible subject calendar for your sons/daughters to plan towards over the next 
few months: 
 

 In Mathematics, students will sit classroom-based mocks in the weeks commencing 22nd March, 

which will continue over two weeks. These are to replace the mocks that were planned for 10th 

December 2020. Teaching and further assessments at the start of Term 5 will be based around 

the outcomes of those in-class mocks in the latter part of March. The work throughout Year 10 and 

11 will all be used to calculate the Mathematics grade. 

 

 In English, as per the letter sent by Miss Jeffery last week, students will be focusing now on 

Macbeth for the rest of this term, with a plan for the main body of assessment to come at the end 

of this period – the start of next term. There will be exams in both English Language and Literature. 
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 In Science, there will be a focus on revision of key topics, with a roadmap of what topics will be 

studied to be shared with students before three exams scheduled for the week commencing 17th 

May. 

 

 In French and Spanish, the speaking element of the qualification will be assessed in April: 21st April 

for students in French and 22nd April for students in Spanish. 

 

 For History, RE and Geography, the majority of topics have been covered. A focus will now be on 

finishing off the final elements before revision and then planned exams. 

 

 In BTECs (Sport, Enterprise, Music, IT and Travel and Tourism), all the work now being undertaken 

forms part of each student’s final grade, as is normally the case for coursework-based units. The 

courses are normally completed no later than the start of June and it is expected that the same is 

true this year. 

 

 In Art & Design and Photography, students will continue with a range of practical workshops that 

will support and develop their Human Condition coursework unit that will finalise in mid-May. There 

will be no additional mock examinations within these subjects and student work will be standardised 

and graded taking into account all of the coursework produced throughout Y10 and Y11. 

 
We will undertake a data capture, with reports sent to you next term once we have carried out the range 
of assessments highlighted above. 
 
In addition to the above, the following link https://get.elevatecoaching.info/uk/replay is a parent webinar on 
preparing for assessments. Mrs Brady has asked me to send this to you – please feel free to watch it when 
you have the time. 
 
We hope that helps to start to clarify the plan at the School and we will continue to communicate as 
frequently as possible to support you and your sons and daughters. 

 
 
Kind regards 
 

 
 
Mr. Richard Clarke 
Assistant Headteacher 
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